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**MONATERISM**

A computer programmer language that is analogues to Roman is LIGA, Language Identification Graph Approach. Mannequin’s director associated LIGA with a chess player Michael Tal. At least one issue with LIGA is that non-Roman scripts are found written in a Roman script. An example of LIGA is an emphasis on different parts of the word such as Xbox. In Europe, it sounds differently. A comparative approach is similar to Mother and Child, or Princess Diana and law firm Carvath. LIGA’s third example is one word having multiple meaning such as match: a match to light up something, a match is a game, or to match means to compare someone or something or to meet criteria. A similar example is with Cherry. Cherry is a fruit, the name of a casino as well as a car. A fourth example is Roman/Latin words that are not used in English such as elixir which means medicine.

**CHRISTINA**

Christina Grimmie who was deadly shot on June 10, 2016 may be still alive 2 months later as I’m writing this paper not only in spirit but also in bodily. To prove it, Christina chose the following trend. It was a birthday of a friend of mine in mid-July around the time of mid 90’s. I did not expect anything unusual. The hostess had a boyfriend with whom she spent much time and attention except this time she invited a friend of her who is similar to Christina in appearance as well as personally. That friend would wear a jeans overall. Important to notice that
hostesses nowadays are important because that is how people get to meet each other with an exception an airport.

The birthday event happened on the 3rd floor in a 5 story floor building. The building was surrounded by oak trees, so that you could open a balcony window and saw the tree. The impression was that you could climb the tree to get into the apartment as opposed to using the stairs. Besides, it was a fruit free, so that some berries were growing there. At that time, common products among others were Kinder Surprise, Italian waffles, as well Kitty Kat which Christina later referred to. Throughout the birthday, there were toasts as well as a dancing part. The song “I Can’t Leave Without You” was among the songs played when I danced with the friend in a bit reckless manner. There would be an air breath part when the hostess together with the friend would go outside.

I did not know the friend personally. It is more similar to getting into a morning water of the Black Sea. If the person is not accustomed, it takes time to get used to the temperature. Once getting into the sea, someone loses the ball, and when realizing to catch the ball, it is too late because of a windy weather. Similarly, the birthday went. Besides, we were teenagers.

Once the birthday is over, the friend went to a summer camp the very next day for three weeks. The next day, I would buy tapes that played on the birthday. I remember walking in the neighborhood for some time until I left myself to visit my grandmother in the village. Eventually, I would notice the hostess’ friend in the neighborhood where I believed she lived. However, it is similarly to meeting a person at the sea shore or the street except for the birthday party. The last time I saw the friend was some time ago at Mitsubishi. She was roller skating. I failed to talk with her similarly to a TV that is turned off. Someone invited me to join a soccer
game next to the dealership, so I agreed. There was a slight wind, so I even borrowed a jacket from a friend.

Christina chose this trend for the following reasons. In my building, there was a girl with the exact name, and she wore a jeans overall. Her mother worked in Cardiology as a nurse. Christina was so persistent that she wanted to celebrate together her birthday as well as mine. She would appear with seven balloons on April 6th dressed up which is just four days away from my birthday. For her birthday on March 12, she would appear with balloons at the Union Square. The Union Square is close to NYU. She would quote Peter 1, 19: “….as a light that shines in a dark place, until the day dawns and the morning star rises in your heart.” This is in reference to Columbo’s “Swan Song” with Johnny Cash’s “Sunday Morning Coming Down”.

I did not celebrate my 32nd Birthday with her nor with anyone else except my family. In my family, there are certain issues that I would like Christina to notify ahead of time. For a special, private dinner, I was waiting for some events such as awarding a lawyer’s license, soccer game, ballroom event, or a trip. Similarly, Christina exhibited an ability to collect donations by participating in Humane Society organized by journalists like Vlad Lyestev to protect animal rights that would help to raise the necessary funds for the realty projects.

The person who has power to return Christina or anyone similar back to life is Fr. Greorgiy Planchak. According to Wikipedia, Fr. Planchak was ordained by John Paul II. Currently, he resides and practices in Kolodivka, the Region of Ternopil, Ukraine. He is known for exercising exorcism, and he was not available because Fr. Planchak left to Belgium. Assuming that Fr. Planchak brought Christina back to life, she would require transplanting organs such as eyes, veins, etc. Medicine and religion are different: a surgeon needs to be found.
Christina would prefer an empty cargo plane such as Delta with medics and medical supplies to fly to the monastery. On August 6th, Delta posted on Twitter: “Vacation hack: Take one instead of just taking about it.”1 In fact, a friend of mine who works on transporting goods agreed to transport for a reasonable fee a package from the airplane to the destination point. The next day, Delta’s whole computer system was down. The irony of the story is that no one will benefit from such an arrangement when Christina’s transportation is denied. As an alternative to Delta, there is Ryanair, but it does not seem to fly to any destination in the U.S. Ryanair may fly to the U.S. if Ryan Lotche had asked for it.

There is a certain tempo such as Columbo-Cash’s “Sunday Morning Coming Down” either to save a person’s life or raise a person from death at which point it may be late. For example, in "Murder is a Parol Game", Columbo suggests that although Abraham Lincoln may leave with us in spirit, it is impossible to raise him from death because he was buried well long ago. At the same time, in "Lovely but Lethal", Columbo suggests that certain individuals are unnecessarily killed or shred and recommends a 220-page report for every person killed. The tempo is Cash’s “Sunday Morning Coming Down” or any wedding song, and whatever actions such as bringing a person back to life need to occur within such interval. Once the song or the period ends, then it is over. In certain cases such as Christina, there is more than one attempt but a reasonable time because people don’t get used to an unnatural phenomenon to raise someone from death.

Certain actions may speed up the trend. Schnapps used in Columbo-Cash’s “Sunday Morning Coming Down” scene are not available on the market except in individual stores. If an individual is away for the weekend, Sunday’s morning already passes by the time of come back and getting Schnapps. Paul Klebnikov, an American journalist and historian of Russian history,

1 Delta, Twitter.
who worked for Forbes for 10 years, used to place his portrait next to a bar to indicate that he did not die from alcohol consumption. This event would substitute otherwise purchasing Schnapps. To prove that Paul indeed placed his portrait, there is similar widely available Paul’s picture next to three girls he is facing with an inflated shirt as a stomach. Apparently, he copied Boris Berezovsky.

Christina was a wolf. After her death, Christina faced a trial or the last judgment that any Christian believes. The argument against her was her clothing on iHeart Radio as well as her view on homosexuality. The killer received a life sentence. At about the same time, a close friend of mine turned 70 who looked similar in appearance. I implied the number. Christina’s Disney picture was responded some time later after the trial naturally when an eagle snatched a child in Australia’s park.

Initially, I did not get along with Christina because of those issues as well as I would not be able to tell what she meant. It is similar to an absence of GPS: some roads are correct, but some aren’t. Besides, in “Troubled Water”, Columbo inquired about checks at an appropriate time. In reality, he meant how dating occurred. Later on, I found out that on her birthday, before taking a picture close to NYU, Christina had a lunch of garlic bread at nearby Famiglia Pizza which would indicate on many children at the pizza place on "broadway"- which is not my trend and her personal encounters that I was not aware.

Mannequin’s director Michael Gottlieb had a similar “birthday” story. School B produced around 30 students and counted close to 16 next to a limousine while School A was under construction. During his childhood or adulthood, Mannequin’s director held different jobs at places such as a Polish pizza that reflected in his movie. Mannequin’s director followed “the Catcher in the Rye” by J.D. Salinger’s plot or a mixture of both. On the eve of the graduation,
two students conspired to kill a grandmother. One student revoked his conspiracy, while the other moved ahead. In Mannequin’s picnic scene, one student is portrayed in black while the grandmother in white, and the third is turned away. Also, at the graduation event, there is a soccer game. Some students are not prepared due to festivities. However, one time effort or the completion may beat even the best trained guy.

Personally, I changed high schools, but my elementary and middle schools were in a monastery. We would receive donations from Germany as a part of the country’s reconstruction. Later, I received a stipend from Ukraine, and some payments from the Ukrainian community in the U.S. of which I’m gratefully thankful.

NEW INDIVIDUALS

There needs to be a person to substitute Christina. If there is the Queen of Diamonds, then there needs to be the Queen of Hearts. The Queen of Hearts may easily be the Queen of chess, a news reporter, or a daughter of a notorious person depending on an individual preference. For an NYU student, for example, to take over this project, it is similar to Energizer batteries that different modifications such as 2032, 2016, 2025, or 2050. The first step is to establish a friendship, not a fake one though. Ordinarily such are the friendships of young people when based on a fine moustache or head of hair, smiling glances, fine clothes, superior attitudes, and idle talk. Such friendships are only passing things and melt away like snow in the sun.²

² Ralph Martin, *The Fulfillment of All Desire*, Emmaus Road (2006), 264
VLAD

Vlad Listyev was a TV host of programs such as “Pole Chudes” or “Magic Field”, a version of “Wheel of Fortune”, the “Theme” as well as the “Rush Hour”. Later, he became the director of the ORT channel. He was murdered on March 1, 1995 shortly after returning from the program “the Rush Hour”. His personal belongings were not touched. Even before his death, he left numerous hints about his assailants. Vlad’s “Pole Chudes” last episode explains multiple events. One event involves the police officer’s scene approaching Vlad. Another event is dropping the tape into the sea. The third event involves taping Boris Berezovsky at Arcadia Hotel. The fourth event involves the assailant dropping the gun into Sevastopol’s waters next to the Southern Bay in the Crimea. Finally, the fifth event is moving his people to the Sino’s customs, the Russian-Chinese border.

ORT or Channel 1 was equal to ABC, CBS, NBC, and FOX combined. The operating costs – the transmission costs, the salaries, much of the programming – amounted to about $250 million annually while revenue from advertising was $80 million. Vlad Listyev was a natural candidate to lead the new company.³

Vlad’s Listyev’s last episode of the “Wheel of Fortune” is the key to investigation. Typically, the game includes three periods. At the end of each game, Vlad gives away participants phones and tells them to call. Nowadays, Vlad would definitely wish to see his channel, although government controlled, to come over to the place where he indicated the tape is buried. Vlad tells the story through his program. The police officer came over on a Moskvitch, a newer model though. The officer parked really close to Vlad in fact behind his plastic chair,

³ Paul Klebnikov, God Father of the Kremlin, Harcourt, Inc., (2003), 159
one of five chairs around the table. The officer went to the bathroom. He threatened Vlad or told him some vulgarities in front of his friends.

In the last episode of his show Pole Chudes, Vlad Listyev selected actors and actresses similarly to Columbo's Mrs. Columbo in "Murder is a Parol Game". For example, Zinovy Gerdt, who died in 1996, is presumptively REO Speedwagon's Kevin Cronin’s brother by appearance. Cronin is after the battery name Krona. Specifically, the trend is Cronin, TV, number of activities (swimming, fishing, pool table, skiing) while painting is not an activity but a profession as a sample for the audience.

Vlad’s investigations may be characterized as a phone that rang many times but was eventually picked up after numerous attempts, calls, and messages. If nowadays to place Vlad’s banner or memorial, it would be close to the media. In Chernivtsi, Ukraine, there is such a place: the intersection between the Fire Department and the bus station with the publishing house on the back although not fully functioning. The bus station or transportation has a historical point because Vlad’s assailant(s) left the country on the train to the Crimea with a weapon. A safer way to get to the train through a main highway would have been to travel by a bicycle.

Vlad’s murder may be compared to a butcher store. The assailants did not need to be paid on the side. Vlad Listyev was murdered by special forces, and he was not an exception. I would assume the exact number involved in a conspiracy is 23 after a Syracuse baseball player, nothing personal. My Torts Professor Dodson once told a story that fits in this scenario. For the weekend, he with his family went on Chicago Towers’ last floor. He was afraid to look down. However, a person next to him was not because he was a pilot. Vlad’s assailant is from the mountains.
In the movie Mannequin, the director compares Illustra’s takeover scene similarly to a train. The train is composed of the passenger, oil, the biggest, grain cars and something else. The train was supposed to stop at the last stop in the city, but it stopped a few miles away. As the passengers were wondering why the train stopped somewhere else, one passenger arrested five others and recovered ammunitions including a bazooka. One person returned, but the one with arrests stayed.

There are certain stained marked funds that I don’t think would fit for a charitable contribution. It is similar to a pen that leaked ink in a pocket covering everything in black including the library card and hard cash. Curiously, the leakage occurred on Sunday, June 19th, a few days after Christina’s funeral.

There is uncertainty of what exactly happened at President Yeltsin’s dacha or a country house. Vlad’s appearance in Andrey Makarevich’s “Smak” next to a mirror meant to be a window at President’s dacha. Perhaps, Berezovsky used the place for his personal reasons, or the secret meeting took place there. Nevertheless, Paul Khlebnikov, supports Tanya: “Tanya’s role as similar to that played by French president Jacques Chirac’s daughter, Claude, in softening her father’s image in the 1995 presidential election in France.”

Pope Francis once used the word “concord” in his Easter speech which also may refer to Vlad’s archives because Concord Law School uses archives to record classes. The same day Mother Angelica, EWTN’s network founder, died. I assume Vlad made many copies of them that he dropped in the water, or at least he made one copy in the view of everyone such as how to prepare a soup or to play the piano whereas the later part of the tape includes the smoking gun.

---

4 Id. Khlebnikov, 219
Vlad told a producer to visit his alleged place of murder to make inquiries and later broadcast the tape along the way. When Vlad was killed, Berezovsky has done the opposite to the producer and recorded a video to the President either because he knew the producer’s role, or he feared that the tape would leak.

From Vlad’s last video, Vlad started his program that there is no free advertisement because there needs to be a financial support in all aspects. Vlad was a director of the major TV channel that was constantly in debt and heavily relied on the government subsidies from year to year.\(^5\) His personal life included two children and his current wife was his third, while a tycoon Boris Berezovsky, who wanted to privatize Vlad’s channel, led a life full of mistresses.\(^6\) At that time, Vlad’s living situation was an apartment with Albina. He was building a house close to his producer friend Leonid Yarmolnik, but Vlad was only able to lay the foundation before he died.

The arms trade starts from a letter A is for Azerbaijan, a T is for Turkmenistan, from Turkmenistan, there are two ways to Fergana by train through Uzbekistan or Afghanistan. Then, the journey continues throughout China by train to Sino, the Russian-Chinese border. Vlad’s C stands for China. It is actually an S in Cyrillic, but he switched the alphabet. In addition, Leonid Yarmolnik, one of the players in first part, was born in Sino. Sino’s life is similar to Oxford Universities’ life and sometimes reminds Brexit.

Oxford Universities are composed of 39 colleges, while State A is Brasenose College, and State B is Trinity College. They share the same main path to enter colleges. Their magnetic keys even look similar though they open their respective door. Once leaving Oxford Universities’ territories, students rarely come back to get reconnected even if an individual

\(^5\) Id.  
\(^6\) Id.
happens to get enrolled again and meets the brother of the classmate from the previous enrollment that they used to study together.

Once the arms cargo reaches Sino, later it was transferred on the ship to Nicaragua and Paraguay. Alla Puhachova, a musical performer, who wore yellow, played Nicaragua’s President Violeta Barrios Torres de Chamorro in 1995 who seems to be peaceful looking, but Vlad claimed that she hid the arms that arrived from the ship similarly to Alla Puhachova hid flowers on Vlad’s program. Violeta cremated AK-47s as well as a tank in the park. This seems to occur in post-Vlad’s period, while Violeta’s husband was also a journalist. In addition, Alla Puhachova also played Vlad’s fake mistress hired by the government. She would call multiple times to meet up. Subsequently, the police or private agents would follow him. Apparently, Vlad was aware of the trap.

Aleksandr Abdúlov’s stripe across the upper body and Zinovy Gerdt himself represented Paraguay’s President Juan Carlos Wasmosy in 1995. Vlad claimed that Wasmosy was gay. To demonstrate it, he used a champagne bottle to re-fill Gerdt’s glass. In addition, Vlad inserted a small bit of the actual recording from the party in the song about hares.

Homosexuality is the topic that is irrelevant in this paper as well as in many other conversations that are often raised. In “Troubled Waters”, Columbo points out that the government like a doctor unnecessarily installs a homosexuality check on every individual or every person that arrives in the first aid cabin on a ship as if there are no other checks or questions to ask. Other questions to ask for example are the year of graduation to comply with Columblo’s earlier mentioned report. The justification for homosexuality is color yellow or Jewish or otherwise no military activities. Military actions are associated with Islam.
Vlad experimented with Hotel Arcadia, Santa Barbara, Crimea. The hotel architecture resembles Fyodor Dostoesky Theater in Nizhniy Novgorod that Andrey Makarevich, one of the players, designed as well as the name from an old childhood game Management, an analogous to Monopoly. Vlad and his team or friends whom Leonid Yarmolnik played in the game followed Boris Berezovsky and his waitress mistress to the hotel. Through a pen inserted with a microphone dropped on the balcony, he recorded Berezovsky. Later, the pen was recovered by an intoxicated custodian, since Aleksandr Abdúlov often smoked, and the question was to identify a player. Vlad spontaneously appeared in the restaurant on the first floor in the same hotel. Once Berezovsky noticed him, approached him, sit at the same table, and started to question him, Sasha appeared and kicked Berezovsky’s chair. The chair turned to the side with Berezovsky, and he left.

As the “Wheel of Fortune” game moves, the second three participants include a person similarly to famous writer Sergey Esenin and his sons. Vlad’s trend is a player as opposed to stereo, Karl Marx’s smaller head as opposed to the head on Karl Marx’s “Capital”, and the letter Ж (J) which represents Christogram. Vlad tested tall Esenin with a soccer combination to show that he was better in soccer, and at that same time, there was some sort of a car accident involving either Berzovsky’s girlfriend, or he simply imitated Columbo’s “Mind Over Mayhem” that staged Esenin’s death. The guess word is Chilibuha or the reverse of Christogram. Naturally, individuals would like to pronounce Chilibuka where the letter k stands for comprehensive or Karl Wojtyła or Karl Marx.

Carl is required to read his literature in order to reveal events or to make connections, but it is questionable whether Karl Marx is advisable to read. Myosotis was Vlad’s favorite flowers. Myosotis is also translated “do not forget”. Vlad either brought these flowers to his wife on the
eve of his murder, or he wanted to make connections to Independence Street, Odessa where he allegedly dropped the tape. In the final game of the “Wheel of Fortune”, Vlad also wanted to remind the time when Berezovsky was a CEO by referencing to Philippines 2.

Vlad also showed how the trend responds similarly to stereo with Side A and Side B. Zinovy Gerdt named a letter. Vlad responded that there is no such letter. Gerdt responded how interesting it was. Vlad did not commend immediately. Then, it was the next player’s turn. Only then, Vlad told Gerdt not to panic. Naturally, this is how events evolve meaning that the response occurs at some point later rather than what we expect immediately.

Vlad’s guessword Beowulf is one of the eposes in the world or the word elite. He meant in mind his assailant, but he also meant promoting Zinovy Gerdt. Vlad took the municipal growth after the board game Management, an analogous to Monopoly, and so are the names Hotel Arcadia and Supermarket Razan.

Vlad personally knew his assailant from the university times or the army. Vlad’s assailant is from Kyrgyzstan deriving from Andrey Makarevich’s hair or a fur hat and Konstantin Raikin’s sweater as a military uniform. He was from an elite school where he performed a swear-in ceremony. In fact, the N. G. Kuznetsov Naval Academy located in St. Petersburg is the only academy of the Russian Navy.

In my experience, it is similar to a Red Mass in the Catholic Church for judges, attorneys, law school professors, students, and government officials. Personally, I was present at the ceremony while being a student at Cooley Law School. Since I was not sworn as an attorney in Michigan State, I did not participate in the oath ceremony. Noticeably, the attendees decline from year to year.
Vlad’s players’ selection of different height, occupation, and age groups similar to Sergey Esenin in the second game indicates on branding. Perhaps, Vlad himself was that type of person that Esenin represents. In comparison, Berezovsky owed multiple companies all together 23 to a certain degree, while Vlad wanted to point out that ownership on a large scale belonged to few. Berezovsky’s empire included Aeroflot, Transaero, Grangeland, FOK, Andava, Bratsk, Sibneft, Novokuznetsk, Forus, Anros, Logovaz, FNK, Kommersant, Nezavisimaya Gazeta, Ogonyok, TV-6, AFK, Avtozav Bank Moscow, Avva, Obyedinyony Bank, Avtozav, SBS-Agro, and ORT. In addition, Vlad’s giving away a TV or a box of serials to taller Esenin meant to be real estate taxes.

Prosecutor Yury Shkuratov, who investigated Vlad’s case, once said in an interview on Youtube that he knew about Vlad’s assailants, but there is certain ethics that he could not do. Besides, 32 something persons confessed in his murder. There was some sort of confession in exchange for “don’t tell”.

Some trend is not really a trend but a rather habit such as I know that you run on a stadium at 6 after work. Alfred Hichhock’s Psychology ends similarly: the husband confesses on the tape that he knew that his wife would kill him. The trend may change similarly to the navigation device on the airplane that changes its course. Therefore, it is possible to re-negotiate events even severe ones although with difficulties such as a storm approaching or military operations.

Some trend is changing. For example, in this paper, there is a topic, paragraph, or sentence that I forgot to mention. When I woke up and added it. In my past paper “Solo Law Practice”, I discuss how to open a law firm. Recordings by reference is what Vlad has done.
Princess Diana’s death occurred in a car crash and anything that deals with a car crash such as a F1 race may invoke Princess Diana’s image. Biologically, for different variety chromosomes to connect to each other, there needs to an antenna. An antenna plays a role as a converter such as a currency exchange from British pounds to U.S. dollars.

In Columbo’s “An Old Port in a Storm”, an Italian aged gentleman robbed the floor in the basement surrounded by wine cisterns. Although he did not speak English fluently, Columbo hinted that he was not a janitor, but rather he was a firefighter despite a language barrier. The scene itself represented the view inside the car. Cisterns represent silver cisterns to store water that are used in Eastern Europe, and the fact that the gentleman held the broomstick represents a hand pump leading to the earlier mentioned point with Thomas More.

The mentioned scene is a bit more comprehensive. Columbo did not trip on the wet floor when he said no to a beautiful Italian girl. One reason was that he was married, and perhaps somewhere in his mind, he knew that it would not take her long to find a new guy after the groom died. Besides, earlier Columbo had a greater adventure that only in the movie with few exceptions could be managed without hesitation – the $5,000 check from the victim’s brother was stained, and he rejected on the spot although it was 2 o’clock in the morning, and he did not earn close to that sum while facing the same beautiful Italian girl.

Nowadays, the trend is no different than in Columbo’s time in “An Old Port in Storm”. The youth is interested whether Kardashian is Armenian, homosexuality, etc. Columbo tells that things need to get moving: an auction, sale of the property, re-election, stepping down, etc. Some trends may have a triple meaning.